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Abstract

Central obesity is harmful in terms of cardiometabolic risk, but it can only be measured 
accurately with expensive equipment. The aim of this review is to summarise how the 
scientific evidence has accumulated to the extent that waist-to-height ratio (WHtR), 
which has been shown to be a simple proxy for central obesity, is starting to be 
adopted into public health policy and can now be used as a simple, early screening 
tool. A boundary value of WHtR 0.5 has been suggested as the first level of risk. This 
translates into the simple message “Keep your waist to less than half your height”. 
However, to check if WHtR is less than 0.5 does not even need a tape measure. A piece 
of string will suffice. The string is used to measure the person’s height and then it is 
folded in half to see whether it fits easily around the person’s waist. If it does not, early 
health risk is indicated and further screening is indicated. Thus the string acts as a 
simple, cheap, signposting tool for early health risk. At long last we have the answer 
to that age old question: “How long is piece of string?” The answer is “Less than half a 
person’s height if we want to improve public health through opportunistic screening.”

Keywords: Central obesity; Waist-to-height ratio; Cardiometabolic risk; Signposting 
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Introduction
This short review aims to summarise, in five simple steps, how 

a body of science has accumulated which is starting to be adopted 
into policy and which can now be translated into very simple 
early screening tool for cardiometabolic risk factors. The Figure 
summarises these five steps (Figure 1).

Step1: Central obesity is harmful

First proposed by Vague more than 50 years ago [1], it is 

now generally acknowledged that central fat depots are more 
harmful than subcutaneous fat depots in terms of morbidity and 
mortality [2,3]. This is not only because they release their free 
fatty acids directly into the portal circulation [4] but also because 
they produce more inflammatory factors than subcutaneous fat 
depots. These factors, such as TNF alpha, cause generation of 
reactive oxygen species (ROS) in the mitochondria leading to 
mitochondrial loss and dysfunction (decreased mitochondrial 
biogenesis). This, in turn, causes more ROS to be generated in 
a vicious cycle. It may be that the mitochondrial dysfunction, 
which inhibits glucose-stimulated insulin secretion to impair 
β-cell function in the pancreas, decreases glucose utilization in 
the muscles, and increases gluconeogenesis in the liver. All these 
effects can lead to increased insulin resistance and diabetes and 
also to increased cardiometabolic risk [5]. Even normal weight 
people with central obesity show increased morbidity in relation 
to cardiometabolic risk than compared with normal weight 
people without central obesity [6-8]. Further, their mortality is 
also increased [9-13]. In UK, approximately 25% of normal weight 
adults (just under 10% of all adults) would be classified as having 
normal weight central obesity i.e. Body Mass Index (BMI) between 
18.5 and 25 and waist-to-height ratio (WHtR) above 0.5 [14].

Step 2: Waist-to-height ratio is a simple anthropometric 
proxy for central obesity 

Central obesity has several simple anthropometric proxies: 
waist circumference, waist-to-hip ratio and waist-to-height 
ratio (WHtR) are the commonest. More complex indices include 
Conicity index [15], the Lipid accumulation product [16], the 

Figure 1: 5 Steps from science to screening.
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visceral adipose index [17], A Body Shape Index [18] and a 
Body Roundness Index [19]. Comparisons of several of these 
anthropometric indices have found that WHtR was the best 
anthropometric proxy for visceral adipose tissue (VAT) mass 
when measured by Computed Tomography [20] or by DEXA 
scanning [21]. 

Step3.Waist-to-height ratio more than 0.5 is a good 
predictor of first level cardiometabolic risk

The ratio (R) of the waist circumference (W)-to-height (Ht) 
(WHtR) was originally proposed more or less simultaneously 
in Japan [22] and the UK [23] as a way of assessing shape and 
monitoring risk reduction. Both proposers suggested that WHtR 
values above 0.5 should indicate increased health risk. WHtR 
had, in fact, been used a few years before rather apologetically 
because hip circumferences were not available to calculate the, 
then popular, waist to hip ratio [24].

Many studies have now supported using WHtR 0.5 for first 
level risk in adults and a pooled analysis of suggested cut-off 
values produced a weighted mean boundary value of 0.5 [25]. The 
first systematic review to show that WHtR performed better than 
BMI in predicting cardiometabolic risk was published in 2008 
[26]. Since then, other systematic reviews and meta-analyses 
have compared several anthropometric indices including WHtR 
with BMI and always found that WHtR was the best predictor of 
cardiometabolic risk in adults [27-29] and in children [30].

More recently the boundary value of WHtR 0.5 has been used 
to highlight the problem of normal weight central obesity. People 
with normal weight central obesity show increased morbidity 
in relation to cardiometabolic risk greater than those in normal 
weight people without central obesity e.g. [6-8]. Further, their 
mortality is also increased e.g. [9-13]. Using data from the last 2 
years of the UK National Diet and Nutrition Survey (NDNS 2013-
2014) (n= 1108 adults aged 19 and over), respondents were 
cross-classified on the anthropometric indices BMI and waist-to-
height ratio (WHtR). Approximately 25% of normal weight adults 
(just under 10% of all adults) would be classed as having normal 
weight central obesity i.e. BMI 18.5 and below 25 and WHtR above 
0.5 [14]. If we want to avoid ‘missing’ the normal weight central 
obese population, waist-to-height ratio values should be used to 
categorise populations.

Step 4: “Keep your waist to less than half your height” is 
a simple public health policy message

This simple public health message arising from the adoption 
of a boundary value of 0.5 was first suggested in relation to 
children and adolescents [31]. Although many studies have 
discovered more precise cut-off values for WHtR in their 
particular populations, several have suggested that the simple 
value of 0.5 is perfectly adequate for this public health policy 
message: “Keep your waist to less than half your height” [32-34]. 
Not only has WHtR been promoted as a primary screening tool 
in its own right [35] but it has been used as the anthropometric 
proxy within more complex opportunistic screening tools such 

as DIABSCORE [36]. In 2015, the New Zealand (NZ) Ministry of 
Health was the first Government department to publish weight 
management guidance including WHtR as one available measure. 
By applying WHtR to NZ National Adult Health Survey data, WHtR 
> 0.5 classified more people, particularly men, as being at ‘early 
increased risk’ compared with waist circumference and BMI [37]. 
One of the barriers for adopting a new measure into public health 
policy is that policy makers do not like the size of the ‘at risk’ 
population to significantly increase or decrease. If this happens, 
they can be accused of manipulating the data to suit their policy 
needs.

Using the NDNS adult sample described in Step 3, we found 
that WHtR >0.5 would put 63% at first level risk and WHtR >0.6 
would put 22% of the adult population ‘at risk’. This compares 
with 59% who are above BMI 25 and 23% who are above BMI 
30. Thus, the size of the ‘at risk’ population would not vary 
greatly -but the normal weight central obesity population would 
not be ‘missed’ and those targeted would be more likely to have 
abnormal cardiometabolic risk factors [7].

Step 5: How long is a piece of string? Less than half your 
height for simple screening 

For obesity, diabetes and heart disease (in developed and 
developing countries), prevention should start in childhood and 
any early, opportunistic screening method should be simple and 
cheap. Ideally it should involve measurements which can be 
done reliably by parents and carers [38]. Measuring WHtR does 
not require weighing scales but would normally require a tape 
measure for height and waist circumference. However, to check 
if WHtR is more than 0.5 does not even need a tape measure. 
A piece of string will suffice. The string is used to measure the 
child’s height and then it is folded in half to see whether it fits 
easily around the child’s waist. If it does not, early health risk is 
indicated and further screening is indicated. Parents or carers can 
do the string test or they can watch the child to do it themselves. If 
the string does not fit, then how big is the gap? Maybe two fingers, 
maybe three? Whatever the gap, parents can work with their 
child to see if the gap can be made smaller for the next string test. 
This method has already been adopted as Government policy in 
Thailand [8,39]. In UK it has been used in Community [40] and 
Charity [41] projects. Thus the string acts as a simple, cheap, 
signposting tool for early health risk and, at long last, we have the 
answer to that age old question: How long is piece of string? The 
answer is less than half a person’s height if we want to improve 
public health.

Conclusion
There is now very good evidence to support the potential 

use for waist-to-height ratio as an indicator of early health risk 
at all levels. The messages based on science in Steps 1, 2 and 3 
can be translated into a policy/ communication message in Step 
4 which can then be translated into a very simple screening tool 
in Step 5. The laboratory equipment needed at the science stages 
is replaced by a simple piece of string for community screening.

http://dx.doi.org/10.15406/aowmc.2017.07.00191
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